
  

                   

Plebeians and Patricians Sensory Figures  

Task Points 
Possible 

Points 
Earned 

Drawing of Plebeian 3  
Thought (What would a plebeian be thinking?  OR What would they be thinking 
about their work?) 3 

 

Feeling (What would a plebeian be feeling emotionally? OR How would they feel 
about their position in society?) 3 

 

Touching/Holding (What would a plebeian be touching or holding?  OR What type of 
tool or utensil might they be holding? Etc.) 3 

 

Saying or Tasting (What might a plebeian be either saying or tasting? Think about 
what type of food they might be eating.  OR Think about something they might say?) 3 

 

Wearing (Make sure you dress your sensory figure appropriately) 3  
Hearing (What types of sounds or words might a plebeian hear?) 3  
Seeing (What would a plebeian see around him/her?  Think about where they would 
be working or living.) 3 

 

Standing on/Walking Through (What type of flooring or place would a plebeian be 
standing on or walking through?) 3 

 

Visually appealing/Neat/Color 3  
Total Points Possible 30  
 
Drawing of Patrician 3  
Thought (What would a patrician be thinking?  OR What would they be thinking 
about their work?) 3 

 

Feeling (What would a patrician be feeling emotionally? OR How would they feel 
about their position in society?) 3 

 

Touching/Holding (What would a patrician be touching or holding?  OR What type of 
tool or utensil might they be holding? Etc.) 3 

 

Saying or Tasting (What might a patrician be either saying or tasting? Think about 
what type of food they might be eating.  OR Think about something they might say?) 3 

 

Wearing (Make sure you dress your sensory figure appropriately) 3  
Hearing (What types of sounds or words might a patrician hear?) 3  
Seeing (What would a patrician see around him/her?  Think about where they would 
be working or living.) 3 

 

Standing on/Walking Through (What type of flooring or place would a patrician be 
standing on or walking through?) 3 

 

Visually appealing/Neat/Color 3  
Total Points Possible 30  
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